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If Z is a normal field of degree n over F with automorphism group G (I,
$2, ..., Sn), a normal basis of Z/F is any basis of the form (u, us2, ..., uS).
That such a basis always exists is well known (see [2; 32, footnote], [3], [4;
bibliography], [5; bibliography]). We consider fields Z which are cyclic of degree
n p over F, p being any prime, and obtain necessary and sufficient conditions
for a quantity u of Z to generate a normal basis of Z/F. (When the conjugates
of u form a basis of Z/F we shall say that u "generates" a normal basis of Z/F.)
The structure of the extensions Z/F has been studied by A. A. Albert [1; IX] and
his structure theorems are used here. The result is simplest in the case of
characteristic p: the conjugates of a quantity u form a basis of Z/F if and only
if the trace of u in Z/F is not zero. A particularly simple choice of u is given
for this case. In the final section earlier results are applied to cyclotomic fields
Z/F such that F contains a primitive p-th root of unity.

1. Some lemmas. We first consider cyclic fields of arbitrary finite degree
over field F.

LEMMA 1. Let Z be a cyclic field of degree n over F with generating automorphism
S and a normal basis generated by a quantity . Then a quantity u Coy cv

+ Cn--1vSn-" of Z (C in F) generates a normal basis of Z/F if and only if the
polynomials

(1) f(},) Co -- c}, -- -- c_h-, g(X) X 1

are relatively prime.

We must examine the matrix T expressing the conjugates of u in terms of the
basis (v, vS’-’), and find the conditions under which it is non-singular.
This matrix is

(2) T

Co C Cn-

Cn-1 Co Cn_

Cl C2 C

If a matrix A is defined to be the special case of T obtained by setting c 1,
and c 0 for i 1, we have

T Co - cA + + cn_A- f(A),
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